Solution Strucutres of DNA duplexes containing a DNA x RNA hybrid region, d(GG)r(AGAU)d(GAC) x d(GTCATCTCC) and d(GGAGA)r(UGAC) x d(GTCATCTCC).
The solution structures of two DNA duplexes containing a DNA*RNA hybrid region at different sites, d(GG)r(AGAU)d(GAC) x d(GTCATCTCC) (DHD, where D and H represent the DNA and DNA x RNA hybrid segments, respectively) and d(GGAGA)r(UGAC) x d(GTCATCTCC) (DDH), were determined by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to clarify the structural features of the D-H and H-D junctions. All proton-proton distances were derived from the NOESY spectra, with mixing times of 45 ms, and the restrained molecular dynamics were carried out starting from the typical A- and B-form conformations. Both duplexes were converged from the respective initial structures into structures with RMSD values of less than 1.0 angstrom. These structures were subjected to full relaxation matrix refinement to produce the final structures. In the case of the D-H junction, where the ribonucleotide was linked to the 3'-end of the DNA, the H2' and H2" signals of the deoxynucleotide overlapped completely, and the ribonucleotide had a H1'-H2' coupling constant larger than that of the normal C3'-endo sugar pucker. The dihedral angles, the pseudorotation phase angles, and the helical parameters changed at the H-D junction, but not at the D-H junction. A detailed comparison of the two duplexes revealed the structural heterogeneity between the DNA segment and the DNA x RNA hybrid region and the transitions at the junctions.